Focus on speed sometimes ludicrous; says Connolly

BY MARK LESLIE
PORTLAND, Maine — Superintendents the country over are being plagued by the "original sin of golf course maintenance," according to a U.S. Golf Association Green Section official.

Jim Connolly, of the Green Section's Northeast office based in Willimantic, Conn., told superintendents at the Maine Turfgrass Conference and Show that the "super eeechol of golfers has dictated that faster and smother greens are best.

"They try to enforce upon you [superintendents] precise standards for putting green maintenance," he said, but this is "bad news for the game of golf and maintenance of golf courses... I call this the original sin of golf course maintenance." He urged superintendents to weigh the pluses and minuses of rolling and low-cutting their putting surfaces.

"And although pesticides, when applied properly, don't appear to be affecting ground-water quality or wildlife quality, the question is, are these applications necessary to enjoy the game? I believe you can have good, challenging, competitive and professional golf with higher cutting heights and healthier turf. There is no proof to say otherwise."

Calling management practices "a balancing act," U.S. Golf Association Green Section agronomist Jim Connolly said: "When you mow too high, people complain on the playing side. If you mow too low for the benefit of the game, if the turf could complain, it would." To get high green speeds, superintendents use a number of practices, including top dressing, frequent low cutting and, rolling, which is coming back. While saying that in New England, rollers are usually not necessary to produce a good putting surface, Connolly said: "There is nothing wrong with top dressing for smoothness. It benefits microbial action, thatch reduction, and, done properly, is a total benefit.

"A side benefit is that the greens do drain better and have a firmer surface, and as a result are a half foot to a foot faster on the Stimpmeter."

He added that some superintendents are buying rollers with the idea of raising their cutting height and keeping their green speed the same.

"That's assuming the people are already happy with your green speed. If they're not and you buy one of these, I don't care what you tell me, you're buying it to make your greens faster," he said. "Then the difficulty with the concept of rolling greens as a part of putting green maintenance."

"The reason there are no rules of maintenance is because you can't apply a standard to something that's constantly changing. Yet green speed is a benchmark in this industry," Connolly said. Although it was not meant for that purpose, the Stimpmeter is used to set the standard for green speed, he added.

"For instance, 10 feet on a Stimpmeter on an undulating green is almost unplayable. But 10 feet on an 8,000-square-foot green at Augusta National is playable. The comparison of golf courses based upon speed readings is ludicrous."

Saying that giving a number to green speed changed the way we look at greens in terms of good and bad. The quantitative rating made it possible to set "standards," Connolly said.

"He liked those new standards to "playing a neighborhood ball game with the guy — the dominating player — who changes the rules halfway through the game. That's what makes your job so volatile. You are constantly trying to meet the set 'standards' of those in charge at that time. It is very difficult when those standards are unrealistic or harmful to the game and the turf."

Connolly quoted from a Green Section Record article on tournament preparation stating: "Green speed should be established according to the skills of the contestants."

But, he said, "This philosophy is geared to adjusting the course conditions to the players' ability. Right or wrong, this is the current thinking behind championship golf."

"My objective is to point out that championship maintenance is very different from the type of maintenance for regular membership play, which represents more than 90 percent of all golf. Seventy-nine percent of golfers are public golfers."
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Now, The Only Hole That A Bunton Can't Maintain Is The 19th.

For years, Bunton greensmowers have consistently delivered a quality of cut that is an industry standard. But now, Bunton is trying to make your entire golf course a Bunton turf. Bunton now offers over 30 pieces of machinery to fulfill all your golf course maintenance needs. Whether you need to mow greens, tees, fairways or roughs. No matter if you're cutting, aerating, spreading or seeding. Bunton has precisely the right machine for the job. And all are built to the same exacting standards as our acclaimed greensmowers.

See what kind of new equipment Bunton has brought to its golf maintenance line. For more information or a demonstration, contact your Bunton representative or call 502-966-0550.
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4601 East Indian Trail, Louisville, Kentucky 40213
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Super Focus: Mike Meehan
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throttle when the island's power plants have shut down. Island living has forced Meehan to make some personal and philosophical adjustments. Daily papers arrive 24 hours late. An ardent All-Star baseball fan while working in Florida from 1978-88, he has had to settle for next-day box scores and fewer games on the island's limited cable television service.

"I almost went nuts when the power went off in the middle of a playoff game last year," he remembered.

Cricket is the island's most popular sport, although basketball is gaining followers. Meehan has been the developmental basketball team and is the only white player.

"I get hassed on some of the other islands, but they are very good here," he said.

Nevis is a former British colony and most of the residents speak English. There is an island dialect, which Meehan is beginning to understand.

Sometimes crew members will fall into the island language when they don't Me however understand what they are saying.

"I'll come up behind them and say something like 'Oh really.' It surprises them and they'll smile, a little baffled. I guess it's less being a problem here."

Meehan said the resort started with 165 maintenance managers. The number has dropped to 50 as residents have been trained to replace off-island managers. Four Seasons wants to turn as much management responsibility over to the resident population as possible.

The hard-packed terrain and generally dry conditions creates maintenance headaches. Tines break frequently while aerating the rock-hard native soil. As the ground underlying the volcanic island shifts, rocks suddenly thrust up through the earth to bedevil maintenance equipment.

Nevis has few environmental laws, leaving Meehan to his own devices and conscience in maintaining his course.

"We take it upon ourselves to treat the course as if we were in the United States," said Meehan, adding he has used no fungicides and few pesticides.

"Army worms are the only problem we've ever had. They'd move right through a course and take out everything in their path. They chewed up the 14th and 18th fairways in two days. We used a little Sevin and they were gone.

"We do little spraying. Granular pesticides are more effective. In Florida it seemed we were spraying something almost every day. I was told mole crickets could be a problem here. I've seen two in almost two years."